
HACKING RULES FOR FRAGGED EMPIRE 

Introductory Note 

Frequent readers of my blog are aware that Fragged Empire is currently my science-
fiction RPG of choice, and have been able to follow the deeds of my players’ characters 
in a serialized version of my campaign, which began with the adventure “Let Sleeping 
Gods Lie”. I love Fragged Empire both for its unique setting and for its rules which 
combine simplicity in some matters such as skill use with tactical depth for combat and 
equipment. However, I’ve been working for some time in some additions to the system in 
order to give a little more “oomph” to certain skills, especially those that have a huge 
variety of potential uses, so I can have a solid idea of what they can or cannot do when 
I am running the game.  

Chief among them is Programming. The ability to hack computers can be very powerful 
in a setting such as the Fragged Empire universe, and I feel that, without a clear idea of 
its uses and limits, there’s the risk of it becoming a sort of “space magic”, a wildcard 
skill allowing virtually anything. That’s what pushed me to design the house rules that 
I’m sharing here. To do so, I’ve taken inspiration from (well, rather I’ve “hacked”) two 
other games I love dearly: Shadowrun and Stars Without Number. In addition, I’ve tried to 
incorporate into these rules everything we (I) know about how computers work in 
Fragged Empire, in an attempt to integrate it all in a way that is hopefully coherent with 
the game’s mechanics without complicating it in excess. I’ll love any commentary or 
critique you may feel inclined to share! 

Hacking in Fragged Empire 

These rules try to define in some detail how hacking and computer piracy work in 
Fragged Empire. Hacking is a powerful tool, but it does have limits and it may pose a 
risk to the hacker in certain situations. These rules assume that programming languages 
are the basic work tools of any good hacker. In the Protagonist Archive some of the 
most common languages in the Haven system are mentioned: Cypher-7 and Integrated 
Code are the most extended, especially among Corps, Kaltorans and Nephilim. The 
Legion High Command employs Pallas for military uses, a language developed by the 
combat AI Minerva, while the Twi-Far newcomers use a language known as Sonnet, very 
difficult to use by members of other species and the mysterious Palantor possess an 
incredibly advanced code of their own. 

Programming Languages 

All characters trained in Programming know at least one programming language, one for 
each +1 they possess in this skill (thanks to training, traits and perks, but not due to 
equipment). In addition, programming languages can be learned as if they were standard 
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languages. Each language has some intrinsic modifiers: Intrusion, Security, Speed, Trace 
and one Special Feature. 

The Intrusion modifier applies to Programming rolls made to access illegally to a 
computer system or to execute unauthorized operations within that system. 

The Security modifier rises the basic difficulty of unauthorized operations, making 
systems coded in that language more or less exploitable by hackers. 

The Speed factor modifies the base time needed to perform different tasks. some 
languages have better networking capabilities, which make data processing faster.  

The Trace number indicates how easy it is to program automated tracing probes in said 
language, giving the target system the possibility of detecting the intruder and following 
their virtual tracks, initiating a location trace that seriously compromises the hacker. 
Whenever a hacker fails a hacking roll to access or control the target system, the GM 
rolls 3d6, with the Trace number acting as the Strong Hit value of the roll. The number 
of Strong Hits obtained by the system indicates the type of trace and its reaction speed. 

All languages have at least one Special Feature. Illicit uses of Integrated Code are 
associated to the terrorist organization UNITY, so its repeated use can inflict a Reputation 
or Enemy Complication. Cypher-3 is the most extended language in Haven, so all Spare 
Time Rolls made to acquire related items and data gain a +1 bonus. The self-replicating 
algorithms of Pallas change constantly, halving the duration of data protocols and semi-
autonomous bots (see below). Sonnet is written in a poetic way and adds many sensory 
and technological concepts unique to the Twi-Far, so members of other species have a 
clear disadvantage when programming in that language (-2 penalty). Palantor Code can 
only be learned as a Secret Knowledge tied to the Programming skill (Palantors begin 
play knowing that language).  

The GM not only needs to decide which parts of the system are vulnerable to hacking, 
but also in which language they are programmed. If needed, the following table can be 
used for random determination (3d6) 

Language Intrusion Security Speed Trace Special Feature

Integrated Code 0 -1 x1/2 6 Complication: UNITY

Cypher-3 0 0 x1 5-6 Extended

Pallas -1 +1 x2 4-6 Changing Protocols

Sonnet 0 0 x1 6 -2 if not Twi-Far

Palantor Code +1 +1 x1 5-6 Secret Knowledge
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Hacking Without Knowing the Language:  

In order to attempt to hack a system using a different programming language, the data 
protocols of the system need to be tracked and used to write the scripts and semi-
autonomous bots that will help the hacker in the intrusion attempt. Such scripts and 
bots can only be used in relation to the target system, and are useless in any other 
system even if it is coded in the same language. Besides, they have a variable duration, 
depending on the update frequency of intruder counter-measures and encryption 
algorithms of the target system. The writing of such protocols and scripts follow the 
normal Research rules (as explained in the Fragged Empire Core Rulebook), with certain 
amount of Research Units needed, depending on the target system’s type. Alternatively, 
one can try to acquire the protocols at the black market, pay a hacker to write them, 
etc. This costs one or more Spare Time Points with a difficulty based on the system 
type. 

Having samples of the system’s code counts as good research materials, whereas 
working without any prior knowledge of the system counts as poor research materials. 
After acquiring 16 Research Units, the character can use the Minor Perk obtained to 
permanently learn that programming language, if desired. In that case, the new 
knowledge will be acquired after the hacking attempt. 

Data protocols and the hacking software based on them have a limited duration. Each 
day in game time, the GM rolls one die for Research Unit in the protocol. Each 6 
degrades one of the Research Units for purposes of duration. When a script or bot is 
degraded to 0 Units, it has been rendered definitely obsolete. In the case of the Pallas 
language, each 6 degrades 2 Research Units instead of one. 

System 
Operators

Own Language Integrated Code Cypher-3 Minority 
Language

Legion 3-16 — 17 18

Twi-Far 3-14 15 16-17 18

Palantor 3-17 — — 18

Other Species — 3-7 8-15 16-18

System Type R.U. To 
Write

Tools Needed 
to Write

Spare Time Roll 
to Acquire

Average personal system 4 Toolbox 12t

Advanced personal system, small 
businesses and institutions

8 Workshop 14t

Local governments, major corps 12 Workshop 2x 16t

Planetary governments, megacorps 16 Dedicated Workshop 2x 18t
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Once armed with the scripts and bots needed, the hacker may execute the attack on the 
system. However, the difficulty of all hacking rolls when you don’t know the language 
increase by an amount that depends on the language used by the hacker (column) and 
the native language of the target system (row). The numbers that appear on the table 
increase the difficulty of all hacking rolls.  

Access Points 

To start hacking a system is necessary to find an access point to use as an entry. Most 
planets in Haven use the public data networks known as Data Streams. Data Streams 
tend to have a local range, limited to a single building or data store, or a specific city or 
base, and even though such local networks can be used as wireless access points to 
any system connected to them, in most cases, any thing worth hacking will require a 
physical access on the hacker’s part. Most hacks require a physical interface, either by 
tapping a data line or plugging into a connected terminal. Tapping a data line requires a 
Programming toolkit and at least one minute of time. If the hacker has a Programming 
toolbox, or if the hacker plugs into a terminal, it only takes 1 round. Access to a local 
Data Stream also takes just 1 round. 

Operations 

Once an entry point exists, the hacker can try to access the system to hack it and 
execute any operations they want. Each operation has a base difficulty, which is modified 
by the Security value of the language used in the assault, and by the target language (if 
they differ). Other factors that affect the base difficulty of an operation are the 
circumstances of the hack and the target system’s type. Unless noted otherwise, all 
these modifiers stack. In addition, and as usual, a good description by the player can 
grant a description bonus to the hacker’s roll. 

Each operation type also requires a base time to take effect, at the end of which the 
hacker rolls to see if the operation succeeds. The hacker can try to execute an operation 
in a hurried way, accepting a +2 to the difficulty in exchange for halving the time 
needed. And in the other way around, the hacker can attempt a careful hack, doubling 

Integrated 
Code

Cypher-3 Pallas Sonnet Palantor Code

Integrated 
Code

— +0 +0 +0 +0

Cypher-3 +0 — +1 +1 +1

Pallas +0 +2 — +1 +3

Sonnet +0 +1 +1 — +2

Palantor Code +0 +0 +2 +3 —
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the time but reducing all difficulties in -1. Base time can also be modified by the 
programming language used (see above). 

Operation Types 

Specific Search (Difficulty 8, Time 2 rounds). This operation allows the hacker to find 
information about a single specific fact or piece of information within the system. 
Examples include finding the personal address of a particular operative, a route through 
the premises, the location of all security cameras or guard posts, a single police record, 
etc. 

General Search (Difficulty 10, Time 1 minute). A succesful general search retrieves all 
availabe info about a concrete topic in the system. The hacker con obtain a full map of 
the facilities, a comprehensive staff directory, a list of all security systems, the 
complete personnel file of a single individual or all files on a secret research project. 

Database Plunder (Difficulty 14, Time 1 hour). This is the operation used in large-scale 
database thefts. Database plundering involves copying the whole database in the 
system’s digital vaults and downloading it into the hacker’s terminal. A database is 
treated as a single block of information including all data available on a general topic: 
the accounting records of the company, the full files on a complex technical project, 
flight logs of all starships on a starport, etc. The database must be entirely present in 
the hacked system. Since this operation requires advanced decrypting and data 
management techniques, this operation takes some time and always requires at least 

Circumstance Modifier

System overseers alerted +1

Unprepared or hurried hack +2

Methodic hack -1

Each consecutive operation after the first +1

Neural Interface -1

Psionic hacker hacking a synaptronic system -1

System Type Modifier

Average personal system -1

Advanced personal system, small businesses and institutions +0

Local governments, major corps +1

Planetary governments, megacorps +2

Especially secure system +1

System without security hackers -1
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one line shunt (see below). In addition, the size of a database is such that a normal 
terminal (i.e. a Programming Toolbox) can only store one database at the same time. A 
Programming Workshop can store up to three databases, and a dedicated workshop, up 
to six. 

Monitor Slave Module (Difficulty 8, Time 2 rounds). This operation allows the hacker to 
read data transmitted from a slave device connected to the system. The hacker can use 
it to see what security cameras are recording, to listen to audio calls and messages 
passing through the system, or to receive in their terminal any other data fed to the 
system. Once performed, this monitoring lasts until the hacker logs off from the system 
or the system shuts down.  

Suppress Slave Module (Difficulty 10, Time 6 rounds). This operation is employed to turn 
off a specific slave subsystem connected to the system. The hacker can make cameras 
stop recording, force doors to remain open, stop weapon turrets from firing o sensors 
and scanners from getting readings. The hacker can affect several slave modules at 
once, as long as they are all of the same type (security cameras, movement sensors, 
etc). The suppression is not registered by the system, and it lasts until the hacker logs 
off from the system or the system shuts down (unless line shunts are used). However, 
depending on the type of module suppressed, sentient system overseers can physically 
detect the suppression more or less rapidly.  

Control Slave Module (Difficulty 12, Time 1 minute). This operation gives the hacker 
control over a slave module, within the device’s normal working parameters. He can put 
cameras in a loop or upload fake input to them, open sealed doors or seal open doors, 
activate anti-fire systems, select the target of automatized defense systems, etc. After 
taking control, the hacker needs to use a Prep action each round to maintain the control 
over the device, otherwise it will repeat or maintain its last state.  

Sabotage Slave Module (Difficulty 10, Time 4 rounds). This operation is the digital 
equivalent to a sledgehammer; the hacker breaks down a specific subsystem, frying it 
with a power spike or ruining its programming with malicious code. This creates a 
permanent malfunction until the damaged hardware gets repaired, which usually takes at 
least a few hours. This operation always alerts the system and forces an immediate 
Trace roll on the part of the GM.  

Abort Shutdown (Difficulty 12, Time 1 round). A hacker has only a small amount of time 
to cancel an automatic shutdown initiated preemptively by the system. If they succeed, 
the system instantly aborts the shutdown. 

Trace Verification (Difficulty 8, Time none). Hackers who suspect the system may be 
tracing them can use this operation to find out if their guess is right. If the operation is 
successful, the hacker knows if there are active traces and how much time they have 
before being located. 
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Trace Redirection (Difficulty 12, Time 2 rounds). When hackers detect the system 
following their datatrail through tracing probes, they can cook some sampling algorithms 
to disseminate false virtual spoor with the hopes of delaying or even completely 
redirecting the trace. This operation can also be attempted preemptively, in order to 
hinder future traces. A successful redirect operation doubles the time needed by the 
trace. In addition, the hacker can use a Strong Hit to triple the time, or two Strong Hits to 
completely throw off the trace. Each trace can only be targeted by a single redirect 
operation. 

Reduce Alert Level (Difficulty 12, Time 4 rounds). This operation can reduce the alert 
level of the system and in the eyes of its overseers, camouflaging the results of the 
hacker’s manipulations as system errors or programming failures. If it succeeds, the 
number of previous operations by the hacker is resetted to 0, and the system stops 
being alerted. This does not stop any active traces or shutdowns.  

System Triangulation (Difficulty 14, Time 2 minutes). This operation is useful mainly 
when a system is remotely accessed, through a wireless system such as a Data Stream, 
and it allows the hacker to determine the physical location of the system’s servers or 
any other wireless device connected to the system, whether it is within a building, a city 
or a planet. This operation requires at least one line shunt. 

Create Backdoor (Difficulty 16, Time 10 minutes). After accessing a system, good 
hackers can invest time and effort in modifying its code and leave themselves a hidden 
entry point that will allow them to easily access and manipulate the system at a later 
date. A successful operation creates a backdoor that gives a +4 bonus to all the 
hacker’s future operations rolls in the system. Backdoors degrade just as data protocols, 
and they are equivalent to a protocol with 16 Research Units. This operation requires at 
least 3 line shunts.   

Traces 

Any hacking attempt entails some risk. After each failed Operation Roll, the GM secretly 
rolls 3d6 and checks the number of Strong Hits (depending on the Trace number of the 
programming language employed). The number of Strong Hits obtained and their effects 
on the system are cumulative from operation to operation. 

1 Strong Hit: The system is alerted, adding +1 to the difficulty of all operations during the 
current raid.  

2 Strong Hits: After the initial alert, the system or its overseers initiate a location trace, 
trying to find out the illegal access point and the physical location of the hacker. The 
trace takes a time in rounds equal to the result of the 3d6 rolled by the GM during the 
Trace roll. The GM will secretly make a Trace Verification operation roll for the hacker, in 
order to see if they detected the initiation of the Trace. When the Trace is complete, the 
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system reports the hacker’s location to the security personnel, which usually translates 
into a quick and expeditious visit, depending on the site’s response time. 

3 Strong Hits: The system detects a serious compromise and initiates an total shutdown 
process. This takes 1d3 rounds, after which the whole system goes offline, making any 
further hacking impossible and possibly causing some serious side effects with varying 
implications as well. Some times a cornered hacker aims to provoke such a total 
shutdown as a last desperate resource, though the risk involved rarely makes it 
worthwhile.  

Line Shunts 

To hack the most expansive and better protected systems, even the best hackers need 
something beyond their skill as code wizards. The severe intruder counter-measures and 
the layered, bottleneck-ridden architecture make them virtually impossible to hack 
without being detected and traced right from the start. In other situations, a hacker needs 
to perform a long-term hack with persistent effects. In both cases the solution is the 
same: line shunts. 

A line shunt is an item which can be acquired at the black market or created in a 
Programming workshop (Wealth or Programming Spare Time Roll, cost 14t), designed to 
tap a dataline and spoof its contents, creating signal loops and giving the hacker room 
for manoeuvre. A system belonging to a local government or a major corporation 
requires at least one line shunt, planetary governments or megacorps require two, and 
maximum security or black ops sites require three. Some operations require some line 
shunts regardless the nature of the system. 

Line shunts must be placed at strategic points to have effect; the location of said points 
can be previously acquired from the architectural plans of the system or through a 
successful Specific Search operation (this operation is the only one which can be 
attempted without line shunts even in system where they are required). Once placed, the 
effects of the hack will last until the line shunts are detected and physically removed. 

Hacking, Example 

Murdo Morrison has been separated from his colleagues and he founds himself trapped 
in a secret base of the Swords of Glory, a sordid Legion mercenary company, and 
unable to return to the team’s starship, the Tartarus. The corp always considered himself 
a good code jockey, and he’ll try to get out of his predicament using his digital magic. 
Luckily, he knows the Pallas programming language that the base servers employ, so he 
doesn’t need to obtain data protocols and write scripts. That’s for code monkeys and 
script kiddies! What is not so fortunate is the fact that Pallas is a slow and defensive 
language, not really suitable for the tasks Murdo has in mind: Pallas increases in 1 the 
base difficulty of all operations (Security +1), makes Murdo roll with a -1 penalty 
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(Intrusion -1), doubles the time of every operation (Time x2) and is prone to initiate 
Traces (Trace 4-6). In addition, the system in this base is relatively secure (+1 difficulty). 

Thanks to his Tech Assist Armour, Murdo wears a portable terminal in his left forearm (a 
Programming toolbox), and in no time at all he has tapped a dataline in an out-of-the 
way maintenance room and is ready to sneak on the system. The first thing he does is a 
General Search to obtain a map of the place. The final difficulty is a 12, and it will take 2 
minutes. Murdo has Programming +2 and his toolboox adds another +1, but he suffers a 
-1 from Pallas. He makes the roll and gets what he wanted, plotting a route to the 
hangar where his friends wait for him. Being alone, Murdo doesn’t want to risk surprises 
along the way, so he performs a new General Search, this time to get info on the 
security systems. The difficulty increases to 13, since this is his second operation in the 
system. He makes it again and records in his terminal the location of all cameras and 
the security drones routes. This information tells him that it will be impossible to enter 
the hangar without being filmed by at least one camera. Subverting the camera to put it 
in a loop would be more subtle, but it takes longer and is more difficult, so Murdo 
decides to try and suppress that slave module. The difficulty gets to 11, but this time 
he’s not so lucky and he misses the target number. The GM rolls 3d6 to check if the 
system has detected his activity. Pallas initiates a Trace with results of 4 or greater… 
¡Damn security-obsessed Legionnaires! The GM gets a 2, a 4 and a 4. The system is not 
only alerted of Murdo’s tamperings, which increases all difficulties in a further +1, but 
also starts trying to locate Murdo’s whereabouts within the base! 

Realizing that time is against him, Murdo dispenses with subtleties and starts a mad 
race towards the hangar. He manages to get there with a Legionnaire platoon at his 
heels, but the alert he triggered caused the hangar’s door to be firmly sealed. Hacking it 
would require a Control Slave Module operation, but that would take 2 minutes and he 
doesn’t have that much time… and anyways, the system is already under alert. He 
decides to sabotage the door and render it permanently inoperative, which will take 8 
rounds. That’s still too much, so he tries a hurried hack, lowering the time to just 4 
rounds. The difficulty of the operation rises to a chilling 17. With a little bit of creative 
description and after spending a Fate point, Murdo barely manages to fry the door’s 
program, just in time for his massive comrade Thanatos to exit the hangar, trusty Stapler 
in hand, to welcome the incoming mercs with a shower of Gauss-propelled bullets… One 
more day in the life of the Tartarus crew!  
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